What is Secret & Beautiful in Your Country? by Roger Dupuy

Introduction
This is NOT a presentation of stereotypes in your country. Instead, you are going to describe one thing that is beautiful, really beautiful in your country. You could speak about a building, a lake, mountain a town, or even a person. That’s why it is a secret because your audience may not know of this special thing. You need you use a large amount of descriptive details-try using the 4 senses of sight, sound, touch, taste to make your presentation especially rich. Talk about how you feel about your secret and beautiful place, but don’t just say that you like it or love it… tell us why you do.

This presentation needs to be 5-10 minutes long. Make sure you read the Speech Checklist below. This will help you in planning out your speech.

Speech Checklist:
Did you write on the board? []No  []Yes, but just a little bit. []Yes, and it was good.
Did you use note cards? []No  []Yes
Did you give a warm greeting? []No  []Yes
Did you avoid talking about a stereotype? []No  []Yes
On a Scale of 1 to 10, how well did you use descriptive details? (a ‘1’ means not great at all and a ‘10’ means the best) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
How well did you elaborate? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Did you give a warm farewell? []No  []Yes
How long was it? Less than 5, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, More than 10 minutes.